
NOTE: HORSES UNDER 5YRS OLD DO NOT HAVE TO CANTER

The size of the area you use for the workout is entirely your choice.

Step 1. Walk

1. From A walk to B A B
2. At B turn towards the camera and walk back to A.

Judge would like to see a nice free swinging walk with an 
overtrack.

NOTE: HORSES UNDER 5YRS OLD DO NOT HAVE TO CANTER
Step 2. Trot and Canter

1. At A turn away from the camera and trot to B.
2. At B halt or slow down and walk to C.
3a. If under 5yrs old at C  when ready commence to trot 
clockwise for two/three circles.  (20m circle) A B
3b. If 5yrs and over a C when ready commence to trot 
clockwise.  Once you are ready  to canter for two/three 
circles clockwise.  (20m circle)

4. Return to trot and you can either: 
   a) walk back to B then trot in a straight line to A; or                          
   b) continue to trot from the circle, in a straight line to A. C

The judge would like to see a flowing trot and a rythmic 
controlled canter with plenty of jump.

Step 3. Trot and Canter

1. At A halt or slow down and walk to D
3a. If under 5yrs old at D when ready commence to trot anti- 
clockwise for two/three circles.  (20m circle) A B
3b. If 5yrs and over a C when ready commence to trot anti- 
clockwise.  Once you are ready to canter or two/three circles 
anti-clockwise.  (20m circle)

4. Return to trot, then walk and return to A. D

The judge would like to see a flowing trot and a rythmic 
controlled  canter with plenty of jump.

Step 4. Present Horse
1. At A turn horse way from camera and walk  X and halt.
2. A X Turn horse around so nearside facing the camera and 
present to judge.
2. Video nearside, rear,offside and front of horse (with pleny 
of time for judge to view each aspect) before camera person 
returns to the horses nearside.  A

X

B
End of work out.
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